Suppose u is harmonic and of mean zero over a compact domain D. We study the extent to which the zero-set of u must penetrate into the interior of D .
segment connecting the two foci is such a C, for which the measure dp has a simple explicit description [1, 2, 5] . On the other hand, Property P is apparently weaker than a quadrature property of this kind (but cf. the remark at the end of this note).
We next note that Property P would be established for a domain D if we could establish the existence of a positive lower bound, depending only on D, for the area occupied by the subset of D upon which u is positive. As it happens, such a lower bound does not even exist for the disk. One quite explicit way of seeing this makes use of an entire function Zsa(z), introduced by MittagLeffler [4] , and defined, for a > 0, by z" n=0 It was established in [4] that £Q(z) tends uniformly to zero as z -> oo in the complement of any cone having vertex at the origin, symmetry about the positive real axis, and angular opening greater than na. (Note that Eaiß) = 1.)
Now, for fixed small a > 0, define a family -Fi(z), F2iz), ... of entire functions by setting F"(z) = Eainz), and a family of real harmonic functions Mi(z), u2(z), ... , by setting m"(z) = Re(.F"(z) -1).
If we consider the u" 's as a family of harmonic functions in A, it is then evident that (1) JfAw" = 0 (w = 0, 1, ... ), since w"(0) = 0.
(2) un -> -1 uniformly in the complement within A of the union of any fixed neighborhood of the origin with a cone of the above type.
It thus immediately follows that there are u" 's for which the area of the set of positivity is arbitrarily small.
We will next show that the disk is unstable with respect to Property P, even within the space of C°° deformations.
For this purpose, consider a function <p of the form z + a2zL + aiz:i, ... , for which the an 's are nonnegative ( ¿Zi = 1 ), and chosen so that (1) (piz) is holomorphic in \z\ < 1 and C°° on \z\ = 1.
(2) a" = Qiß") for any ß < 1. (3) (piz) is a homeomorphism on |z| < 1.
These requirements will be satisfied, for example, if a" = 0 for 2 < n < A for a sufficiently large A, while a" = n~llo&n] for n > N. Now consider, for a large integer M, the function f on D = tpíA) given by fiz) = i<p-liz))M-1.
Note that for any e > 0, there exists ô < 1 such that for points z of D at distance > e from the boundary of D, |/(z)| < SM , for sufficiently large M.
Choose ß £ í¿, 1 ), and compute jJDfdxdy = JjAzM~1\<p'iz)\2dxdy. Now tp'iz) = ^2na"z n-l nu.n¿.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use I.e., AM = \D\~l jjDfdxdy = Q(j3M). Now ôM tends to zero much more rapidly than ßM, so if we set Um = Re(/(z)-^), it follows from our previous remarks that by taking M large, VÍUm) can be made to penetrate into D by as little as we wish, which establishes the failure of Property P for D. Note that this example also shows that the integral of a harmonic function over such a D cannot be universally obtained by integration over a finite Borel measure whose effect is computable by restriction to the interior of D.
We conclude with a result in the positive direction, for which we will need the following definition (Property Q). We will show that under certain circumstances, the analyticity of 3D implies that D has Property Q. What follows should be regarded as the illustration of a method in an interesting case, rather than an attempt to formulate the most general conditions under which the desired conclusions are valid.
Definition. Suppose u is harmonic on D and JjD udxdy = 0. Then u has a conjugate v , which we also normalize by requiring that JJD v dxdy = 0. If there exists an e = e(D) > 0 such that either F(m) or Viv) always penetrates at least e units into D, we will say that D has Property Q.
Theorem. Suppose 3D is analytic, and is sufficiently C2-close to 3A. I.e., there is a C2 homeomorphism between 3D and 3A that is C2-close to the identity.
Then D has Property Q.
Proof. Let u and v be as above, and consider the function / = u + iv , which is holomorphic in D, and satisfies JJDfdxdy = 0. Now it follows from a complex form of Green's theorem [2, p. 125] , that ¡J fdxdy = ±-.JDZfiz)dz.
Furthermore, since 3D is analytic, it can be shown that z is the restriction to 3D of a holomorphic function S(z), the so-called Schwarz function, defined in some neighborhood of 3D (cf. [2] ). I.e., jj fdxdy = j.j Siz)fiz)dz.
Cauchy's theorem therefore permits us to replace 3D in the last integral by a nearby curve y lying in the interior of D, so that 2/ [[ fdxdy= [Siz)fiz)dz = 0.
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(Note for later use that we may assume, by taking y close to 3D, that S does not vanish in a neighborhood of 3D that includes y, and that / does not vanish on y. This follows from the observations that on 3D, 5(z) = z , which is not zero if 3D is near the unit circle, while if / vanished on y, the desired result would be established for both u and v , and we would be done.)
The last equality implies that there exists a well-defined antiderivative F(z) of 5"(z)/(z) in a neighborhood of y. I.e., .S(z)/(z) = F'(z). Now let r be the image of y under the map F , and consider the relationship of the unit tangent fields along y and T, where we are tracing y in the counterclockwise direction. As we complete a circuit around y , so that the unit tangent vector rotates through 2n radians (since y is close to the unit circle), it is straightforward to see (by considering (^(z + Az) -ir(z))/Az, where z and z + Az lie on y ), that 2nn , the corresponding net rotation of the tangent vector around F, obeys the rule 2n + v = 2nn, where v is the variation of arg(F'(z)) as z traces y.
But F'íz) = Síz)fíz), so it follows that v = 2niW(y, S) + Wiy, /)), where Wiy, h) denotes the winding number about the origin of a function h , defined on y , as y is traced counterclockwise.
I.e., (2) Y + Wij, S)+W(y,f) = n, for some integer n . Now if y is a sufficiently small deformation of 3D, it will be the case that 1 + Wiy, S) = 0, since WÍ3D, z) = -1 , and Wiy, S) is integer-valued and varies continuously with y . Thus, if n is not equal to zero, we conclude from (2) that Wiy, f) is not zero. This implies that the curve fiy) must circle the origin at least once, and so must certainly cut the real and imaginary axes. In particular, u and v must both have zeros on y, so that in this case Property P, rather than the weaker Property Q, is established. There remains the possibility that n = 0, and we must show that in this case Property Q is valid. (Interestingly, it is easy to show that if D = A, it is impossible for n to be zero.)
In order to treat the case in which n = 0, note that in this case Y must contain a simple loop that is smooth except for a single corner, and that is the image under F of a subarc A of y. Furthermore, for such a loop the net rotation of the tangent vector is > n in absolute value. Additionally, the counterpart of formula (2) is valid, so that |(27r)-'0(^) + WÍA,S) + WÍA ,f)\>\, where 6ÍA) is the net rotation of the tangent vector to y as z moves along A . Now for the unit circle, 5(z) = z~l , so that if y were the unit circle, it would be the case that í2n)~l6íA) + WÍA, S) = 0. If y is C2-close enough to the unit License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use circle, it will therefore certainly be the case that \i2n)~l6ÍA)+WÍA, S)\ < \ , so the curve fiA) has a net winding number about the origin of at least \ , which implies Property Q, since fiA) must then cut either the real or the imaginary axis.
Remark. Recently Harold S. Shapiro has informed me that after reading a preprint of this note, he and Björn Gustafsson have begun an investigation of the multidimensional version of Property P, and that during the course of this investigation, Gustafsson, using techniques drawn from the study of free boundary problems, quadrature domains, and potential-theory, has in the 2-dimensional case succeeded in demonstrating the equivalence of Property P with a quadrature property, and shown that such a quadrature property holds for compact domains having analytic boundary. Among other things, this implies that the last theorem is true with Property Q replaced by Property P.
